ABSTRACT: Cherenkov detectors of the DIRC principle will be used at the PANDA experiment at FAIR. Attractive photo sensor candidates for these devices are micro-channel plate (MCP) photomultipliers (PMT). The reasons are their excellent time resolution and their usability inside magnetic fields, although their lifetime is problematic. Various types were investigated. This paper will concentrate on the performance of the Photonis XP85112 and especially its lifetime behavior. For this MCP-PMT a time resolution of 33ps (σ ) was measured and it is stable up to photon rates of about 2 MHz cm 2 . The peak quantum efficiency (QE) was determined to 24%. Before the actual lifetime measurement several studies were performed, such as scanning the surface of the detector to get the geometrical detector response function. Additionally the gain and time resolution were investigated in a magnetic field up to 2T. Afterwards the lifetime measurements were done up to an integrated charge of 305 mC cm 2 , i.e. the collected charge was 1 − 5 mC cm 2 per day. The gain and QE were determined in irregular intervals of 1-3 days. Also QE scans as a function of the position at the photo cathode were done every 2-3 weeks.
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Introduction
The PANDA [1] experiment at FAIR [2] will have two DIRC [3] detectors for particle identification. The barrel DIRC [4, 5] with a radius of 48cm covers a polar angle range of 22 • to 140 • , while the disc DIRC [6] is located in the forward region of 5 • to 22 • . The photon sensors have to work in the PANDA solenoid field of up to 2T with a gain of about 5 · 10 5 to detect efficiently single photons. Some further requirements are a high spatial resolution, a time resolution of better than 100ps (σ ), a rate stability of 200 kHz cm 2 for the barrel DIRC and about one order of magnitude higher for the disc DIRC. The latter is a result of the high luminosity of 2 · 10 32 cm −2 s −1 in pp collisions in PANDA. The multi-anode micro-channel plate photomultipliers of the latest generation fulfill these conditions and are very attractive candidates, which are investigated. The last remaining issue is the lifetime under PANDA conditions, where -assuming 100% duty cycle and a gain of 1 · 10 6 -an integrated anode charge of about 1 C cm 2 y will be accumulated for the barrel DIRC and even more for the disc DIRC.
Setup
The measurements were done with three different setups: For the initial measurements, the sensor was illuminated with a PiLas 1 laser. The light pulses have a width of 14 ps (σ ) at a wavelength of 372 nm with a maximum repetition rate of 1 MHz. After having passed a glass fiber and a micro lens, the light is focused on the sensor surface and attenuated to single photon level by gray filters. This allows spot diameters of about 0.5 mm (used e.g. for scanning the surface) up to several cm (applied in rate stability measurements). Most of the surface scans were done in steps of 0.5 mm in each direction. The magnetic field measurements were done in a dipole magnet with 6 cm pole shoe gap at Forschungszentrum Julich in Germany which provides a homogeneous field up to 2.05 Tesla. An aluminum box with inserts was designed to rotate the MCP-PMT around an axis normal to the surface and to tilt it with respect to the magnetic field direction. Usually the signal One of these signals was fed directly into an ADC, the other determined -after having been discriminated -a time delay to a reference signal of the laser controller. Time resolutions down to the pico second level were examined with a LeCroy WavePro7300A with 3 GHz bandwidth and 20 Gs/s sampling rate. The quantum efficiency (QE) in a wavelength range of 200-700 nm was determined by shortening the MCPs to ground potential and measuring the photo current of a few nA produced by a 75 W Xenon lamp [7] . The wavelength resolution ∆λ is about 1 nm after the Fabry-Pérot interferometer. 2 The spectral photon yield of the light source is calibrated with a reference photo-diode (Hamamatsu S6337-01) before each measurement. For the lifetime measurements the whole MCP-PMT was continuously illuminated by a blue LED (460 nm) at a repetition rate of 272 − 500 kHz. The light was defocused to a homogeneous spot of about 10 cm diameter and attenuated to the single photon level. A continuous monitoring of the MCP signals and a photo-diode permits the determination of the integrated charge at the detector anode, which was about 1 − 5 mC cm 2 per day. The gain measurement involved eight pixels, with two of them surrounded by four others. This setup allows crosstalk suppression in these two pixels by taking into account correlated signals of charge sharing. In irregular interruptions of 1 − 3 days the QE and the gain were measured. More extensive QE-scans of the whole surface in a 4x4 grid were done every 2-3 weeks.
Results of Photonis XP85112 -9000897

Characterization of the detector behavior
The time resolution was measured to 33ps (σ ). The signal was amplified by 200x with an Ortec FTA820A and discriminated by a Philips Scientific 705 (figure 1a). At high photon rates the resistance and capacitance of the channel plate becomes more and more important. This results in a current settlement of the MCP for discharging and a fast drop of the gain as a function of the anode charge. Assuming a constant gain this can be converted into a single photon density. Figure 1b shows the rate stability of various MCP-PMTs. The XP85112 stays constant up to 2MHz/cm 2 , which is sufficient for the Barrel-DIRC ( 200kHz/cm 2 ) but marginal for the Disc- DIRC (few MHz/cm 2 ). 3 Measuring the gain inside the magnetic field showed a satisfactory response of the MCP-PMT up to 2 T at the highest possible voltage of 2.9 kV. For fields of 1 T a voltage of at least 2.6 kV was needed to obtain the required gain of 5 · 10 5 . Tilting the MCP-PMT inside the field increases the loss of the gain (figure 2a). A further rotation around the normal axis doesn't show any significant dependence. Other MCP models [8, 9] had a large decrease in the gain for a field orientation parallel to the capillaries of the plate, especially at an incident angle of the chevron angle. The time resolution inside a magnetic field is nearly independent of its strength and direction. The next step was scanning the detector response across the active surface. For an applied voltage of 2.9 kV the observed count rate uniformity was 1:1.2 and the gain uniformity 1:3. Figure 2b shows the detector response along the center of column 5, which is in the middle of the detector. The dark count was determined to be in the order of 1 kHz for each pixel, but increased up to 1 MHz for a 'weak' corner. The QE results will be explained in the following section (see 3.2).
Lifetime test
The lifetime test required five months of illumination and was stopped at an integrated charge of 305 mC cm 2 . Meanwhile the gain had dropped by about 50 % (figure 3a). The collection efficiency remained unchanged. This can be verified by a comparison of the relative number of photo electrons and the QE at the corresponding LED wavelength of 460 nm, which is the same. The QE (figure 3b) itself dropped from 23.7 % in its maximum to 7.7 %. A closer look reveals, that the relative drop is worse for higher wavelengths than for the lower ones. This is seen in figure 3c) , which shows the relative QE of 400 nm and 500 nm normalized to 300 nm (i.e. 300 nm is identical to one). This effect can be seen for any pixel of the detector in the QE-scans. After 305 mC cm 2 the QE at 372 nm has dropped to values between 6.20 and 7.03 % (figure 3d; the 'bad' pixel with 5.26 % was neglected). This quite homogeneous drop was seen in all other scans, which reveals not only a homogeneous decrease, but also a stable illumination.
Conclusions
The Photonis XP85112 -9000897 multi-anode MCP-PMT with 10µm pore-size had a good performance under PANDA conditions. The lifetime with an almost complete break down of the QE after 305 mC cm 2 is still not sufficient, although a quite reasonable improvements compared to the previous XP85012 model was obtained (figure 4). Recent developments of both Hamamatsu [10] and Photonis seem promising in achieving higher lifetimes in the order of several C cm 2 . Further measurements of lifetime extended MCP-PMTs of both companies will be performed soon.
